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A POEM FOR LEDBURY 
One lovely evening this summer, I stood waiting in the lobby of the Market Theatre in the 
Herefordshire town of Ledbury. The sunshine spilling through the windows was starting to get 
uncomfortably warm, but no one seemed to mind. The space was crowded and there was a babble 
of anticipation as people waited for the first public reading of Life Loves to Change, the poem written 
with, about and for Ledbury by Philip Wells.

This commission, like past Rural Media Company projects, involved an artist working with a community. 
But writing poetry tends to be a solitary activity, at least in Western culture. Except for creative writing 
workshops, which support individual writers, poetry has been marginal to community arts since its 
emergence in the 1970s. And community arts practice, in various ways, has underpinned The Rural Media 
Company’s work throughout its 21 year history. Film and media projects typically involve many tasks and 
roles that non-professionals can take on, acquiring technical and creative skills in the process, but this 
one needed another approach. The poem would be composed, from start to finish, by Philip Wells, but 
drawing on the stories, ideas, even the words of people he would meet in Ledbury. 

This approach intrigued me. Since the emergence of community arts in the 1960s and 1970s, and the 
visual art world’s simultaneous exploration of happenings and ‘participatory’ work, various theories 
and practices have competed both to explain and to justify the blurring of a boundary—between 
professional and amateur—that modernism had gone to great lengths to establish. An artist making 



work is a self-explanatory activity. It can be 
judged, if necessary, by those who view, 
watch, read, listen to or otherwise engage with 
what the artist has made. But the work of an 
artist who involves other people in its creation 
is not self-explanatory, especially when those 
they involve don’t have the professional label 
‘artist’ and the authority it confers. 

A new set of questions presents itself. Is 
the artist using people as raw material, 
as Spencer Tunnick might be said to do 
in the vast carpets of naked people he 
lays over familiar landmarks? Or is it their 
experiences that are being consumed, as 
material for an artist in search of ‘real life’?  
Is the process of creating the work important. 
More important even than the final artistic 
production? And beyond these questions 
of art philosophy, are more fundamental 
ones about the ethics of human relationship. 

Where does power lie? Who is in charge? To 
what have participants consented? Is the work 
exploitative? Does it instrumentalise people as 
the means to another person’s goal?

These are questions I have grappled with for 
more than three decades, as a community 
artist, a researcher into arts practice, and 
a writer. They are very present today in a 
rapidly evolving arts practice, itself reflecting 
and shaped by a changing society. Artists 
are questioning some established ways 
of working  and feeling their way towards 
new ones. Life Loves to Change seemed to 
be another example of a wider process of 
change which is important to understand, 
not only in terms of art’s own concerns, but 
in the wider context of society today. The 
question is not just how people participate 
in an artistic project but how they can 
participate in a democracy.
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WITH, NOT FOR: THE ORIGINS OF COMMUNITY ART
Thirty-five years ago, community printshops were among the more visible manifestations of 
community arts, but they have vanished so completely with the rise of computers that even those 
working in the field today can have little idea what they once were.  In the 1970s and early 1980s. 
places such as Lenthall Road Workshop, Chat’s Palace, and the Albany offered people the means 
and knowledge to print their own posters, flyers and magazines. This accessible printing was key 
support for the alternative cultural ecology because it helped people to know what was going on—
gigs, workshop, meetings—before the arrival  of cheap copy centres and when social networking 
meant talking. 

The work was high volume: a busy printshop might be working with several groups at a time and 
different people every day. So the results could be basic and functional, though even then it was often 
consciously part of punk’s subversion of commercial aesthetics in graphic design. But it was often 
original, sophisticated and even beautiful. The artists involved hoped to empower people by helping 
them understand a certain visual art language in order that they might use it to communicate more 
effectively. Even the simplest poster could be a medium for expressing critical ideas about a society 
experiencing rapid change, if only because its presence on a street hoarding  made marginalised 
people—communities in the thinking of the time—visible. Some groups went on to produce material 
that explored ideas without any functional  purpose at all, for instance about feminism or politics. 
In 1986, with the community printshops at their short-lived height, Greenwich Mural Workshop 
published Printing is Easy...?, a snapshot of current practice.  It’s worth looking out for a second-hand 
copy to get an idea of its richness and of how quickly culture and social trends can change.



Beyond their artistic production many of 
the print groups sought to enact democratic 
and cooperative working methods in their 
own constitutions. Jess Baines, who has 
undertaken valuable research into the field, 
concludes that:

The radical and community printshops 
facilitated the majority of radical media 
production in Britain for at least a 20 year 
period. […] In their attempts to claim the 
means of media and cultural production 
they challenged dominant discourses about 
what could be said, by whom and how. 

My own introduction to community arts 
was through Greenwich Mural Workshop in 
1981. I turned up at a converted council flat a 
stone’s throw from the Cutty Sark hoping to 
get posters printed for a theatre production. 



So it was as a new user that I first heard what was to become a mantra of my years in community arts. 
When I asked if they could print a poster for me, I was told: ‘No, but we can help you do it for yourself’. 
When I left that evening, I took with me 100 copies of my poster and left behind a letter of application 
for a job as a community arts apprentice. I had indeed done it for myself. 

The idea of helping people to create their own work dominated community arts practice in its early 
phases. It was linked, more or less consciously, with the idea of extending access to the means of 
cultural production. Since then, computers, digital cameras and the Internet have brought the means 
of cultural production within easy reach of most people, if not everyone. Community printshops have 
closed (or mutated), their ancient, pre-digital equipment thrown out, and community artists have 
sought other concepts, media and practices to open up the possibilities of artistic creation to the many 
people who still have unequal access to the artistic life others take for granted. In the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, at a time of restricted arts funding in Britain, community artists forged alliances with local 
authorities and public agencies in health, education, social services and regeneration. When public 
spending grew, between 1999 and 2009, the opportunities for community artists did too, although 
the ideological trade-off was not always fully appreciated. The nature and practice of what had been 
rebranded ‘participatory arts’ changed once again, and not always for the better. 

Now the wheel has turned again and Britain, like most Western countries, has experienced years of 
economic stagnation. Most people’s incomes have fallen sharply under the combined effects of wage 
and welfare cuts, tax rises and inflation. Money is gaily stripped out of public services, local government 
and, naturally, Arts Councils. Community arts groups, last in the pecking order, are contracting. One 
organisation told me that 2013 had been artistically exciting and they had balanced the books, but also 



that their turnover is half what it was four 
years ago: it is a familiar story. Community 
arts work may be as strong as it has ever 
been, but fewer people are able to access it 
than in the past. It is not only at Woolworths 
and Virgin that the shutters are coming down. 

But it is not the economic situation that is 
at issue here: it is how community artists—
using the old term for simplicity’s sake—are 
responding to the restrictions it brings. There 
are signs, here and there, that people are 
discovering new ways of working with people 
to create alternative, more democratic and 
fairer spaces in our artistic and cultural life. 
It is not easy, but it can be exhilarating. It also 
has the potential to renew—and perhaps to 
liberate—a practice that still has so much to 
offer a society undergoing change. 



WITH, AND FOR: LEDBURY AND LIFE LOVES TO CHANGE
To all appearances, the little Herefordshire town of Ledbury looks the picture 
of middle England—and it’s a pretty picture, with its long High Street sweeping 
down towards the timber-framed Market House before rising again on its 
way out of town. The church is low and wide, comfortable in its ample green 
grounds, shaded by ancient trees. There are handsome 18th and 19th century 
brick houses, lopsided cottages and 1950s council houses, as well as the estate 
homes put up more recently, all coming together in a harmonious patchwork, 
stitched by alleyways confusing to visitors. Locals still run the shops, mostly: 
there’s not enough trade for the chain stores. It doesn’t take much imagination 
to picture Miss Marple bustling down the street with a basket of shopping on 
one arm. You get the impression that not much has changed here in 50 years.

But we know to be wary of appearances and Ledbury is more complicated—and 
more interesting—than you’d know if you just stopped on your way to the Big Chill 
at Eastnor Castle, or recognised it as the location for another TV fantasy of the 
recent past. Like all of rural Britain, it has changed dramatically since the 1950s, 
socially, economically and culturally. Ledbury’s residents have had to adapt their 
lives to distant forces no less than have the people who live in Britain’s cities. Old 
occupations like farming and food production have declined, to be replaced by 
services and underemployment. Life has become more complicated in so many 
ways. The change is much less visible than in industrial areas—instead of crumbling 
factories, lost agricultural jobs just leave emptier fields—but it is equally real and 
can be equally hard to live with. 

In the beginning was 
Ledbury, listening 
Under stars to the 

first waters trickling

from  
Life Loves to Change  

Philip Wells, 2013



There have been community arts projects in 
rural areas for many years, though they are 
fewer and have a different character from 
their urban peers. So it is not the idea of 
doing a project in a place like Ledbury that 
is interesting—it is the approach chosen by 
the Rural Media Company and the Poetry 
Festival, under the direction of Adrian 
Lambert. The project they created, whose 
centre is a new poem for Ledbury written by 
Philip Wells reverses that idea I first heard at 
Greenwich Mural Workshop in 1981. Instead 
of enabling people to create their own 
artwork, Life loves to Change is the response 
of professional artists to local people’s 
experience. No longer, ‘We can help you do 
it for yourself’ this proposition was, ‘Relax, 
we’ll do it for you’.



Life Loves to Change is a sequence of 32 sonnets, each focusing on some aspect of 
Ledbury’s recent experience, through the words and memories of a local person. The 
poems are accompanied by a sequence of 32 short films by Rachel Lambert, with a 
soundtrack by Kim Humphrey, and photographic portraits by Dan Salter of those whose 
stories are told. The project involved a complex integration of literature, digital art 
and live performance, producing different ways of engaging with its outputs including 
installations in Ledbury during the Festival, an e-book, audio recordings of the poems 
by the local people whose words they draw on, and much more. 

The inspiration for each poem came from long days Philip Wells spent meeting people 
in the town, sitting and chatting, listening to their stories, taking in not just the words 
but also the influence on people of time and place in all their complexity. The poems 
touch on past and current trades; the land and the landscape; cobbles, cider and the 
jam factory’s closing; the town council, the Olympic Torch and the ox roast; health and 
safety, politics and young people; boredom; pubs; fights; laughter; rain, stars and earth; 
faith and hope; memory and hope; hope. They reference William Langland, Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning and John Masefield—all poets associated with this little town—
alongside figures as familiar to locals as its alleys and buildings but oddly recognisable 
to strangers as well. 

The sequence is a powerful evocation of a specific community and also of community 
as an idea, a value to which each of the voices weaving through the poems clearly 

“People 
don’t see me 
as someone 

who could 
do this sort 

of thing – 
now they 

will”



holds. Indeed, it may be the one surviving 
ideal that unites them all, at a time of failing 
faiths and weakening common bonds, at a 
time of constant and often difficult change. 

I understood that as I sat among the audience 
in the Market Theatre on that warm summer’s 
evening when the whole sequence—all 448 
lines of poetry—was read by Philip Wells 
over a screening of Rachel Lambert’s films. 
The capacity audience paid the poet the 
tribute of its stilled attention for an hour and 
a half, before erupting into eager applause at 
the end. Beyond the laughter of recognition 
at various moments in the recital, the only 
interruption was a ringing ‘Bravo!’ at the tour 
de force which was the poet’s appropriation 
of the familiar metre of Masefield’s Cargoes 
(via Ian Dury, perhaps):



The poems, singly and together, brought to mind the image of a person 
looking closely and privately in the mirror, reading the past inscribed on 
their own face. The audience’s response left me in no doubt that the people 
of Ledbury who were present recognised themselves in the mirror that 
Philip Wells and the other artists involved held before them. Talking to 
people afterwards I was wholly persuaded of people’s appreciation of what 
Philip, Adrian, Rachel, Toni, Dan, Kim and the other artists had done for 
Ledbury and for them. They had been listened to, with care and sensitivity, 
and they had been heard.

And that is not something that always happens to the people who live and 
work in the ordinary—if sometimes pretty—places, getting on with their 
lives, coping with the changes that the powerful assure them will bring 
such benefits. They might be flattered in press and parliament, celebrated 
as the backbone of England, the unchanging salt of the earth. But those 
who do the flattering generally live elsewhere and rarely spend much time 
listening to what those they laud might actually have to say: they are far 
too busy speaking on their behalf. The values and votes of the quiet people 
are taken for granted and, since their culture is diffident and rather stoic, 
they mostly don’t shout their opinions. So they are paid lip service by the 
powerful whose decisions have led to the changes recounted, somewhat 
elegiacally, in Philip Wells’ poem. 

Russet House and Avalon, 
Little Shop of Wonders,  

Oops-a-Daisy, Ice Bytes, 
Cameron and Swan  

With a room full of dahlias, 
fruit cakes, playmobil,  

Warhammer, portal chat 
and oriental gongs.

Masefield pupils, laughing 
past The Royal Oak, 

Fizz to Mrs. Muffin’s and 
The Velvet Bean  

With their mouths full of 
lollipops, candyfloss,  

drizzle cake,  
Gobstoppers, Galaxy and 

cookie ice cream.

from Life Loves to Change, 
Philip Wells, 2013



This Middle England is not, I think, what 
usually comes to mind when people speak 
or write about participants in community 
arts. Nor does the character and quality of 
Life Loves to Change fit the stereotype of its 
productions. The processes by which it was 
made, the complexity of its meanings, the 
context in which it was presented—none 
look much like community arts, at least on 
the surface. Most of the artists who worked 
on the project would probably not even 
think of themselves as community artists. 
So what, if any, is the connection between 
Life Loves to Change and that old-style 
community arts work that thrived in 1970s 
community printshops? 



THE NATURE OF AUTHORSHIP
Sitting with the audience listening to Philip Wells’ words and watching Rachel Lambert’s 
films, it seemed to me that Life Loves to Change was an archetypal community arts 
experience, despite its surface difference with much of what seems to characterise that 
practice. Its subject was the lives, values and hopes of a community linked both by 
geography and shared experience. It used artistic forms and knowledge to turn that 
subject into a new experience with powerful local resonance but that was equally 
resonant to an outsider like me. And it returned the resulting work to those without 
whom it could not have been made, for validation, celebration and reflection. It was, in 
short, art made with people, for them, if not by them.

It is the ‘by them’ that has been seen as the defining characteristic of community arts 
in the past, as I learnt on my first day at Greenwich Mural Workshop, and by them 
is even more central to participatory arts in its varied ideological forms today. But, 
as some participatory practice shows, there is ‘by’ and then there is ‘by’. Carrying a 
lantern in a parade, banging a drum in a carnival, having a go at making something in a 
workshop: such experiences are the everyday offer of participatory arts, and they can 
all be enjoyable and fulfilling experiences. But they do not necessarily take a person 
far down the road of authorship. Whose lines are spoken? Whose conception is being 
articulated? Whose values are being affirmed?

“Good to 
see how 
inclusive 

the range of 
participants 

were”



In the early days of community arts, the ‘by’ 
was seen as the guarantor of authenticity. 
I remember artists who—wrongly as I 
thought then, and now—made a fetish of 
never expressing a view about a person’s 
work. I wondetred what they thought their 
role was in community arts if they believed 
that the only way to avoid imposing a 
bourgeois aesthetic was to deny access 
to the knowledge and expertise they 
were fortunate enough to have. For me, 
a community arts project was a process of 
working with another person or a group of 
people to share our knowledge and expertise 
and to create something that could only 
come from that collaboration and in which 
no one had a greater voice, except insofar 
as their ideas were shared and endorsed by 
others. It was a form of continuous creative 



negotiation: direct democracy enacted in creative practice. The community artist, by 
virtue of training, experience and talent brought a particular range of skills and ideas. 
But the people she or he was working with brought equally valuable, if different, skills 
and ideas from their own life experience. If the artist did not seek to use the work 
to express their own vision, it was because they had other platforms through which to 
do so: com-munity arts was about extending access to the means of artistic creation to 
people who did not have such privileges. 

Art, culture, society, politics: much has changed since the early 1980s, as the experiences 
reflected on in Life Loves to Change often show. Ideas and methods that were—or 
seemed to be—appropriate to a society with only three TV channels need rethinking 
for today. There are still artists who want to work with people, who want to place their 
knowledge and expertise at the disposal of those whose voices are unheard in the 
nation’s culture. But perhaps the need to pass on production skills is less great than it 
was, now that information and communication technology plays such a central part in 
our lives. Perhaps the skills that we should concentrate on now are those of authorship, 
of working out what we think and what we want to express, and of finding ways to be 
heard, not above everyone else, but enough, just enough. What matters is whose voice 
is heard, with what quality and power it can be amplified and what it has to say. 

“I felt proud 
to live in 

Ledbury and 
saw how 

special it is” 
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The Rural Media Company
The Rural Media Company is an award winning production, education and 
development charity that uses creative and digital arts as a catalyst for 
community engagement and social change. We innovate and create ground 
breaking digital projects and productions with the communities we serve, 
creatively connecting and engaging people of all ages and abilities in order to 
share their stories, enrich their lives and to make themselves heard. 

We use the latest technology to produce high quality film, photography, 
radio, web and print that reflect communities, spark debate, communicate 
new ideas and challenge stereotypes and prejudices. 

We work with communities, groups and individuals to communicate their 
lives and culture, raise issues, celebrate diversity and influence change. We 
bring history alive, inspire imaginations and help people think, question and 
understand more about their world. 

From community halls to schools, museums to art galleries, cinemas to town 
centres, we generate contemporary ideas with people and use a 21st Century 
approach to develop and engage new audiences. Creative participation and 
audience engagement are vital elements in all of our projects. 

“The work of 
the Rural Media 

Company has 
made a significant 
contribution to the 

lives of those  
in the communities 

it serves, and well 
beyond.”  

Lord Puttnam CBE



We have an enviable reputation for 
the quality of our work and have won 
national and international awards. Our 
work has been broadcast on the BBC, 
Ch4 and at film festivals across the globe, 
gaining recognition for its quality, honesty 
and integrity. We are based in rural 
Herefordshire, work nationally and reach 
and inspire audiences globally.


